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Abstract—An idea in the “Art of Cultural Computing” is that any type of local culture could be accepted globally. This work encourages people to appeal their cultures widely. The Web connects people far all over the world. From the integration of various cultures in the world, new pop culture emerges. One example is that young generation across the world enjoy Japanese Manga (comic) and Cosplay (costume-play). These Japanese cultures fulfill a human desire to become someone else. Japan has various other cultural activities: one is "Kabuki," born in the Edo era and enjoyed by many people since then. The term Kabuki is from "Kabuku" which means "out of the ordinary." Kabuki actors used to make up their faces in a special way, speak exaggeratedly, and over-act, thus appealing to audience. These special behaviors and make up are similar to punk fashion. The makeup, called Kumadori, is like makeup of native Africans and native Americans. These come from a desire to appeal to others. This means that it is important to appeal our local culture to the world and share it among people all over the world. That will form a basis of new global culture to understand each other and evolve through mutual integration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, many local cultures are glowing their popularities in the global society by creating various new pop cultures. For example, Japanese Manga (comic) or Anime (animation) are now fascinating young people all around the world [1][2][3]. The characters in Manga are being their heroes or heroines. Readers of Manga created a bland new culture called Cosplay (costume play) that means they dress up as same as the characters in their favorable Manga. Cos-play is like Japanese Kabuki culture in some way.

In this paper we focused Kumadori, which is the special way of make-up in Kabuki, with the aim to create a new artwork that connects recent pop culture such as Cosplay and Japanese traditional culture. The basic design of Kumadori has been developed utilizing Buddhism statues’ strong expression of muscles and refined facial expressions as well as those of Noh masks. The blood vessels and muscles are draw on a player’s face to exaggerate his emotion. A player with different roles is made up with different Kumadori design.

“Sujikuma,” that means stormy sanguine character, has bold and sharp lines and “Ippon-kuma,” that has calmer strong lines, is used for young hero who has great sense of justice. Awesome handsome guy uses “Mukimi” make up that draws sanguine line under the lids.

Black or indigo Kumadori is for cruel and ghostly characters like “Kuge-are” for a man who attempts to do subversion of a nation. “Hannya-kuma” for a female specter and “Bohrei-kuma” for a ghost with stormy grudges. Blown colored Kumadoris are for sly and fox, or cruel characters like “Tuchi-gumo.” We have investigated the relation between these Kumadori make-ups and emotions conveyed by them and develops a feeling map of Kumadori. Fig.1 shows the Kumadori feeling map we have developed.

![Figure 1. Kumadori feeling map](image)
Though Kumadori is one of Japanese make-ups, there are some common characteristics among Kumadori and make-ups of Native Americans or native Africans. We propose a “Cosplay” software for digital cameras that connects Kabuki Kumadori with people in different culture, with a hope to appeal beauty of Japanese. We have developed a system that enables worldwide users to take pictures where Kumadoris are mapped on their faces. Also, the system enables the user to input any sentences on the speech balloon in the picture.

II. STRUCTURE OF KABUKI-MONO SYSTEM: COMPOSITE EFFECT OF FACE AND KABUKI MAKE-UP

Composite system of facial image and Kabuki make-up creates a composite image that consists of a face image with Kabuki make-ups, by overlapping a Kumadori pattern on face image, a wig for Kabuki, a background pattern, and an image of speech balloon. One of author development: the Virtual Kabuki system. It was a computer vision system estimates facial expressions and body postures and reproduces them in a computer graphics avatar in real time [4]. We used OpenCV to detect facial parts from an input photo, and then we developed an automated algorithm by adding several functions. We also developed a program that automatically detects the key positions on face where Kumadori pattern is overlapped as well as the wig image. The brief processing flow of this system is described below:

(1) Automatic recognition of facial parts and facial edges (OpenCV + Original method) Figure 2.

(2) Direct transformation of the Kumadori image to fit to the face. Figure 3.

(3) Clipping of the region of a face, and overlap of background pattern images. Figure 4.

(4) Overlap of Kabuki-wig on the photo

(5) Overlap of the speech balloon with user comment on the photo

Figure 2. Result of recognition

Figure 3. Result of direct transformation

Figure 4. Result of clipping and overlap of Kabuki pattern

Figure 5. Result of synthesis of Kabuki-wig.

Figure 6. Result of synthesis of speech balloon with comment “Hello”
III. AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF THE FACIAL PARTS

OpenCV has components to detect faces, eyes, noses or mouths in the picture. The results are accurate, but are returned in the forms of rectangle images. So we can’t point out the feature points of eyes, mouths and so on. This means we should detect feature points from the rectangle image returned by OpenCV. We have developed an original method to detect these feature points of edges, mouths and eyes.

We have developed a method to detect feature points (red colored points) of facial parts within a detected rectangle Fig.7 (left). There are small mismatches to be corrected between the image and the detected feature points. We have developed particular methods each of which is dedicated to eyes, mouth, nose, and facial edges in order to correct the feature points. A result is shown in Fig.7 (right). We can see that feature points are rightly corrected. The correction process will be described below.

A. Correction of the feature points of a mouth

Fig.8 (left) shows an example of the incorrectly detected feature points of a mouth (the points are, left-edge, center and right-edge). Fig.8 (right) shows a result of the correction process. Fig.9 shows the detected edges of a mouth. This system utilizes vertically and horizontally scanned histograms to detect the feature points of a mouth by the density. A gray-colored region in Fig.4 shows the vertical and horizontal histograms. The system detects drastic rise in density from 0 (red dashed line) as the edge lines. Then white pixels on the edge lines (yellow star marks) are assumed as feature points.

B. Correction of the feature points of eyes and a nose

In correcting the feature points of eyes, the system makes histograms as I explained in previous section. After that, the system scans on the red dashed line shown in fig.10 to detect maximum and minimum values of white pixel positions. The feature points are corresponding to upper and lower lids.

Correction of the nose feature points is almost the same as that of mouths or eyes. The system detects each edges (red dashed lines) to detect feature points. It showed Figure 11.

C. Correction of the feature points of facial edges

Fig.12 shows the incorrectly detected feature points of facial edges. There are gaps in left and right image especially in upper/lower side of the rectangle. In order to overlap a Kumadori image on the face, we need to correct these mismatches. This system uses labeling method to detect faces (blue region in fig.12) and detects outside edges. Also, this system detects edges from original photo (fig.10)
to compare each edge to determine final facial edges based on the similarity between two edges.

IV. TRANSFORMATION OF KUMADORI IMAGES

Fig.13 shows an example of a Kumadori image. This system transforms this image to mix on the given face.

Kumadori image has transparent regions for eyes, like masks. We need to match each facial part with the Kumadori make-up. This system uses feature points of each facial part to transform the Kumadori image to match correctly to the face. Fig.15 (left) shows all the feature points in red circles. We have selected 28 feature points to sufficiently represent the feature of the face. Fig.15 (right) shows a template image of Kumadori marked by green star as feature points. The feature points of both images are corresponding with each other. After the feature points of a facial image are corrected, the Kumadori image is transformed to match the feature points.

The transformation of a Kumadori image is done by splitting the image into mesh structure to calculate the moving distance of each cells. Vertices that are near to feature points moves in large step, or vice versa. Fig.15 shows the mesh structure (triangle polygons) and feature points (red triangle mark). Right figure shows the transformation of mesh when we moved a feature point to right-top direction. The system uses those methods to obtain smooth synthesis of Kumadori image on a face. Figure 17 is transformation of mesh with face.
By introducing this method it would become possible to change the original photo by changing the mesh pattern of the image. Even in this case it would be easy to overlap Kumadori pattern on a transformed image. An example of such facial image transformation is shown in Fig. 16 and Kumadori image transformation is shown in Fig.17.

V. RESULTS

Figure 12 shows the input photo, and Fig.13 shows the composite image of Kumadori, and Fig.14 shows the result of this system, mixed with a pattern background pattern and a speech balloon. The purpose of the speech balloon is to emphasize the effect of the generated image. An user can input relevant word such as “Cool,” “Cute,” or relevant onomatopoeia such as “Baaan.”

We want you to see because it made the movie that puts the costume play doing and manga the speech balloon and makes shading off that suits the face of people all over the world and famous people in Europe and America, Latin America, Turkey, Africa, the Mediterranean sea, Asia, and Oceania. [5]

VI. CONCLUSION

This collaborative research has been done with Nikon Co., Ltd. and Interactive & Digital Media Institute National University of Singapore. At present stage this system doesn't have the function of automatically identifying the emotion of a face and selecting a relevant Kumadori pattern using the feeling map shown in Fig 1. The system allows the users to select the Kumadori in order to reflect their favors. The reason is that the user may not like automatically selected Kumadori. As an next step, we need to study the formation of such a complex cultural information.

We are going to carry out experiments to proof the effect of such a system as a web based photo album for digital cameras so that anybody can use the system.

As another direction of future work, we are looking for availabilities of new advanced system that generates cartoon-like image from an original image by exaggerating faces in the picture, like that a Kabuki player appears into Manga as one of the characters.

Such a research is a new application of a lot of digital archives in the world. There is only neither collection nor
seeing the culture, and the simulation of the kabuki theater that not is tried actually by using a digital expression. [6] Using it to create the art exceeding a digital simulation will come to give a big impact to a modern art culture.
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